Vision
values of humanity with little under its hood.1 As we discover our
Divinity, we see it to be an automatic and self-fulﬁlling system of
success, understanding and knowing. Once we usefully harness our
habitual loop and feedback system, we begin to resonate with the
trees melding and feeding with the sky, planets spawning from central
suns and a cosmic smile that is our knowing in all of its totality. Our
newfound momentum becomes our new plateau and the next step in
our evolution as we review and plot our next experience, all the while
climbing Dr. Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness. We begin to wonder
what might lie beyond 1,000.
We swarm as individuals aligned to the Light. Some ﬁrst and then
others, for at some point it is perceived as safe to make that ﬁnal
journey inward and upward. We accept that we are able to become
more, and, where we once refused to step and then gingerly stepped,
we gravitate with the enthusiasm of young children, for we have
become young again as we lay at our side values and perceptions that
no longer serve us. We become wide-eyed at the possibilities as we
accept our potential as something we innately know so well. We see
that we are coming home bigger than when we began our trip into
descendency, alive with the awareness that we are becoming more and
renewed in our true connection with Source. We master Freewill2 and
we master intentionality as we come to have dominion over our affairs.
We become more.
First a few and then more, and eventually the last make that fateful
realization that resistance to our true nature in no way serves us.
We become what Innate Intelligence has always been telling us is
our outcome – a spiritually alert, alive and awake species on Earth.
We become more. Gaia has birthed a cosmic outcome in free will,
exceeding anything that the plant, animal, mineral kingdoms or nature
could ever produce on its own.
We see the order of creation for which we ﬁnally take our rightful place.
We meld with transparency into a world of love and peace and order
that knows no bounds. We become more. We become expressions
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